
Tennant 800
industrial ride-on
sweeper
Referencia: 800

Description

Tennant 800, industrial sweeper with unprecedented
performance

The Tennant 800 is the largest and most powerful industrial sweeper in its range. It has been
designed with the clear objective of sweeping large concentrations of industrial waste, gravel,
pellets and glass in indoor and outdoor industrial areas. 
The durable design of the Tennant 800 sweeper provides consistent performance with a flex-
resistant steel rear wheel mount, a solid steel T-bar superstructure and optional heavy-duty
bumpers. 
This machine includes four very efficient filters that capture particles and dust in suspension
practically in its entirety. It also has a timed indicator light and shaker mechanism that enables
the operator to resolve occasional clogs in the filter. 
The Model 800 enables the operator to clean comfortably with a deluxe suspension seat and an



adjustable steering wheel with power steering. 

Tennant 800 features and benefits

The Tennant 800 industrial ride-on sweeper has been designed to trap everything from heavy
debris to cement dust: 

The machine's cleaning width, operator comfort and large-capacity hopper increase
cleaning productivity.
Very tough in complex work environments thanks to reinforced steel construction and high
performance dust containment. 
Spacious cab and easy access to sweeper controls provide greater operator comfort. The
cab offers a comfortable and controlled environment. Its deluxe suspension seat, adjustable
steering wheel and power steering also contribute positively to operator comfort. 
The investment in the Tennant 800 is protected as the machine has rear bumpers to
minimise damage. 
The stainless steel hopper bottom prolongs the life of the machine when used in harsh
environments.
The sweeping speed can be adjusted to the type of residue with the II Speed™ technology.
Productivity is increased by decreasing waste disposal frequency using the large capacity
multilevel hopper (30 ft/9 m).



Technical sheet

Country SPAIN

Length 3.050 mm

Width 1780 mm

Height 1330 mm

Weight 2948 kg


